Case Report

Pulmonic Valve Repair in a Patient with Isolated Pulmonic Valve Endocarditis and Sickle Cell Disease
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1. Introduction

Pulmonic valve infective endocarditis is uncommon, accounting for less than 1.5–2% of patients diagnosed with infective endocarditis [1]. Isolated pulmonic valve endocarditis even in the presence of structural heart disease is rare, with fewer than 90 cases previously reported. Risk factors for right sided endocarditis include intravenous drug abuse and central venous catheter or pacemaker implantation. We describe the first reported case of isolated pulmonic valve endocarditis requiring pulmonic valve repair in a patient with sickle cell disease.

2. Case Description

A 49-year-old African American woman with past medical history of sickle cell disease (Hgb SS) hypertension and transient ischemic attack was admitted to a community hospital for evaluation of shortness of breath, dyspnea on exertion, weakness, and fever of one-month duration.

Four months prior to admission the patient was found to have methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) bacteremia for which a peripherally inserted central catheter (PICC) line was placed for long term intravenous (IV) vancomycin. A transthoracic echocardiogram (TTE) done at that time showed no evidence of endocarditis or significant valvular disease. Surveillance blood cultures were negative, she was transitioned to oral rifampin, and her PICC line was removed.

On the index admission to a community hospital, she presented with shortness of breath and fever to 102.4°F. A complete blood count showed leukocytosis (38,000 cells/mm³), 92% neutrophils, and a microcytic anemia (Hgb 8.2 g/dL). She was found to be in sickle cell crisis. Two sets of blood cultures drawn on the day of admission grew MRSA and she was started on a sepsis protocol with intravenous vancomycin and aztreonam. An electrocardiogram (ECG) obtained revealed sinus tachycardia with nonspecific T wave abnormalities in the inferior leads. Her chest X-ray showed bilateral reticulonodular opacities in the mid to lower lung
fields. A TTE report from day four at the community hospital revealed a normal left ventricular ejection fraction, no significant valvular disease, and no obvious vegetation.

Ten days after admission the patient developed respiratory distress and required endotracheal intubation and mechanical ventilation. Chest computerized tomography (CT) showed multiple bilateral pulmonary nodular opacities, with cavitations consistent with septic emboli. The patient was stabilized and transferred to our hospital for further management.

On admission to our hospital she was afebrile and had a previously undocumented 2/6 diastolic murmur over the pulmonary area, a leukocyte count of 15,900 cells/mm$^3$, and 75% neutrophils. A TTE was obtained which showed large vegetation on the pulmonic valve (2.3 $\times$ 1.3 cm) and trace pulmonic regurgitation (Figures I(a) and I(b)). She was continued on vancomycin and rifampin and repeat blood cultures were negative. Given the large size of the vegetation a transesophageal echocardiogram (TEE) was obtained for potential surgical planning. The TEE revealed a 2.4 $\times$ 1.8 cm echogenic mobile mass on the pulmonic valve, trace pulmonic regurgitation, and no other significant valvular pathology (Figures 2(a) and 2(b)).

At this time a multispecialty heart valve team was assembled that included cardiology, cardiothoracic surgery, cardiac anesthesiology, infectious disease, and hematology. The consensus was for a trial of conservative management; however the patient had persistent leukocytosis and ongoing hemodynamic instability suggesting that antibiotic penetration might be limited. Ultimately the heart team recommended surgery. Her course was further complicated by respiratory distress requiring reintubation and surgery was delayed. Given her history of sickle cell disease an exchange transfusion was planned prior to surgery to reduce the percentage of Hemoglobin S but ultimately was not needed as preoperative transfusion corrected her anemia and reduced the HbS percentage to 28.7%.

Twenty-five days after her initial presentation she underwent pulmonic valve repair. While on cardiopulmonary bypass normothermia was maintained and 2.5 $\times$ 2 cm pulmonic valve vegetation was excised en bloc with the left cusp of the pulmonic valve (Figures 3(a) and 3(b)). The resected leaflet was replaced with glutaraldehyde treated bovine pericardial patch shaped to match one of the other pulmonic cusps and sewn into place along the annulus with a continuous polypropylene suture. The excised pulmonic valve vegetation was sent to pathology and revealed bacterial colonies in fibrinous exudates, consistent with bacterial endocarditis.

The patient was weaned off bypass with no evidence of pulmonic regurgitation on intraoperative TEE. The patient was extubated soon after surgery and had an uneventful postoperative course. Repeat postoperative blood cultures were negative. A postoperative TTE revealed a normal left
ventricular size and systolic function and normal appearance of the pulmonic valve leaflets with trace pulmonic regurgitation. A six-week course of intravenous vancomycin was completed and her convalescence was uneventful.

3. Discussion

Right sided endocarditis is an uncommon entity, accounting for only 5–10% of all infective endocarditis cases, but the majority involve the tricuspid valve [2, 3]. Isolated pulmonic valve endocarditis is rare with as few as 45 cases reported in patients with structurally normal hearts [4, 5].

The rarity of infection of the pulmonic valve compared to other cardiac valves has been attributed to the lower pressure within the right heart, lower incidence of congenital malformations or acquired valvular abnormalities, lower oxygen content of venous blood, and the differences in the endothelial lining and vascularization of the valve [6, 7]. Risk factors for pulmonic valve endocarditis include intravenous drug abuse, alcoholism, sepsis, central venous catheter infection, pacemaker implantation with lead infection, gonorhea, dental extraction, bowel surgery, liver or renal transplantation, and colonic angiodysplasia [3, 6, 7].

Patients present primarily with typical features of endocarditis such as fever and lethargy; the pulmonic regurgitant murmur is often a late feature [5]. Patients with right sided endocarditis may also present with pulmonary symptoms such as cough, dyspnea, and pleuritic chest pain in the setting of septic emboli. Transthoracic echocardiogram can detect pulmonic valve vegetation, but transesophageal echocardiography has higher sensitivity and specificity [5]. The most common microorganisms reported are *Staphylococcus aureus*, coagulase negative staphylococci, and group B streptococci. In the 45 reviewed cases of pulmonic valve endocarditis in a normal heart *Staphylococcus aureus* is the most common causative organism [5].

The majority of patients with pulmonic or tricuspid valve endocarditis are managed conservatively. Right sided endocarditis has a better prognosis and is more likely to respond to medical therapy than infection of the mitral and aortic valves. Parenteral antibiotic therapy is generally administered for 4–6 weeks. Results of retrospective studies suggest that vegetation less than 1 to 2 cm long in right sided endocarditis usually responds to medical treatment [8, 9]. Surgery is indicated when there is persistent bacteremia despite appropriate antimicrobial therapy, progressive valve destruction and incompetence, locally invasive infection including abscess formation, or relapsing infection after completion of a full course of antibiotic therapy. It is recommended that infection with *Staphylococcus*, the presence of vegetation larger than 2 cm long, or cardiovascular instability should prompt consideration of early surgical intervention in patients with pulmonic valve endocarditis [10]. Surgical options include debridement of the infected area, vegetation excision with or without valve preservation or valve repair or valve replacement. In cases where pulmonic valve replacement is unavoidable the use of a homograft or xenograft is recommended; however small studies suggest that mechanical valve prostheses in the pulmonic position may perform well [6, 11].

It is important to note that in our case the pulmonic vegetation was not reported on the preliminary echocardiogram performed at the outside hospital. The pulmonic valve is often not well visualized on TTE making the diagnosis of pulmonic endocarditis difficult. The pulmonic valve is best visualized in the RV outflow view. This view is obtained from the parasternal long-axis position by tilting the transducer superiorly and laterally (towards the left shoulder of the patient). Making an effort to visualize the pulmonic valve is crucial in patients in whom endocarditis is suspected.

Our patient’s case is unique, in that no case has ever been reported in the literature of pulmonic valve endocarditis in a patient with sickle cell disease. Patients with sickle cell disease often require long term intravenous access which is a well-recoged risk factor for right sided endocarditis. Furthermore, the operative management of patients with sickle cell disease and endocarditis requires special consideration.
Surgical interventions, especially cardiac surgery, in sickle cell disease patients are associated with high morbidity and mortality [12–16]. Specific precautions are required during the perioperative period to minimize the surgical risks. Patients with sickle cell disease who require cardiac surgery are at risk of a fatal sickling crisis, induced by acidosis, hypothermia, hypoxia, or low flow states. Low oxygen tension and acidosis can induce sickling in patients on cardiopulmonary bypass and may trigger a crisis of profound magnitude [12–16]. While performing cardiac surgery, cardiopulmonary bypass, aortic cross clamping, low flow states, hypothermia, cold cardioplegia, and use of vasoconstrictive agents may predispose a crisis state [12]. To manage sickle cell patients, it is essential to maintain adequate blood flow and oxygen tension during cardiopulmonary bypass, avoid acidosis, control intra- and postoperative hemodynamic parameters, maintain hematocrit level of 20–30%, optimize electrolytes and blood gases, and minimize postoperative pain [12–16]. It is preferable to avoid hypothermia which can cause vasoconstriction and trigger a vasoocclusive crisis; however a number of studies have employed mild to moderate cooling without adverse effects [12–16]. Partial exchange transfusions during the pre- or intraoperative period are often recommended in cardiac patients to reduce the percentage of Hemoglobin S. In our case the patient did not require an exchange transfusion and normothermia was maintained to avoid vasoconstriction and sickling.

In general the implantation of prosthetic valves in patients with sickle cell disease is particularly problematic. Mechanical prostheses require systemic anticoagulation and may cause increased hemolysis and subsequent sickle cell crises. While bioprosthetic valves are the preferred type of prosthesis, the risk of infection of prosthetic material may expose these already vulnerable patients to recurrent endocarditis. Ideally these patients should undergo valve repair if surgically feasible. Furthermore it is recommended that any patient with infective endocarditis be evaluated and managed by a multispecialty heart valve team. In consultation with our heart valve team our patient underwent successful pulmonic valve repair and had an uncomplicated postoperative course. This unique case highlights the significance of performing a complete echocardiographic evaluation in any patient with suspected endocarditis and the importance of assembling a heart valve team to help guide treatment decisions in patients with infective endocarditis.
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